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Life is like a roller coaster; it has many ups and downs. There
are times when the unexpected erupts and our plans are abruptly
changed. It is interesting to notice how we cope with the unexpected,
especially if the sudden change has a negative bearing on our plans.
We all have our share of disappointments. Such experiences are hard
to take, but facing them is not the end of the world. It is not even the
end of the road. Who says that every setback must be final? What
cannot be enjoyed today will possibly be yours tomorrow. 

Many times life becomes boring and full of routine. When
you are forced to adjust your plans, begin to look for a fresh idea, a
new friend and another day. Remember that the road to success is
uphill, all the way.  Disappointments are only stop signs.

Many times we learn from setbacks: reshuffle your plans.
With the delay, we have more time to be better prepared.
Disappointments are only delays.

Disappointments sometimes indicate that adjustment of our
priorities needs to be made.  Disappointments are times of
adjustment.

When a setback occurs, one should take a brief moment to
analyze its reasons. The pain of the "injury" is setting the body to heal
properly to become once again well-balanced physically, emotionally
and spiritually. Disappointments are pace setters.

Setbacks are like clouds hiding sunshine. They are like thorns
growing beside roses. Disappointments are merely obstacles.  

Setbacks will tell us how we react towards disappointments
that cross our roads. It will indicate what type of persons we are, and
what type of persons we will become. How we react towards life shows
what type of persons we want to be. How we react towards life shows
what type of persons we are. Disappointments are indicators.

Setbacks, alone, don't have a positive or negative impact by
themselves. By our reaction we make them either positive or
negative. It's how we handle setbacks in our life that will determine
our success. Disappointments are natural.

In life, different types of experiences must cross our roads
since there's no possible way for the fruit of maturity to actualize
without experiencing disappointments. Disappointments are
necessary.

There are times in our lives when we become apathetic.
Sometimes disappointments stun us and shake our lives until there is
aroused in us an eager desire to spring out of our apathy into action.
Disappointments are motivators.

Beloved members of our SMOC family,
On the eve of the New Year to come, we stand tired and

amazed facing the CROSSROADS of the future; bear feet, empty-
handed, carrying our wounded hope and disappointed hearts.
Disappointments are not dead ends. Remember that the king of the
mountain stands upon stones of difficulty and opposition. Victorious
is that person who knows how to make stepping stones out of
stumbling stones. As each stone is placed on our pathway to the top,
it either becomes a help or a hindrance, depending upon how we
handle each situation. Climb on top of each stone and go higher
towards life in its fullness. Turn disappointment into new
opportunities, and despair into strength of hope. Happy New Year.

FATHER GEORGE DIMAS

MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL

¿É°ùfEG ó«°ùdGh á∏‰ á°ùfB’G

.á∏°S Iôc áHÉW ≈∏Y ¿É°ùfEG ó«°ùdGh á∏‰ á°ùfB’G á°üb ºµd …hQCÉ°S
πNóJ ,áHÉ£dG √òg ≈∏Y »°û“ ,á∏°S Iôc áHÉW ≈∏Y á∏‰ á°ùfB’G π«îàf GƒdÉ©J
¢ùØf ≈∏Y ¿É°ùfEG ó«°ùdG πHÉ≤ŸG ‘h .∞bƒJ ¿hO ≈©°ùJ ,IójóY ¥QÉØeh ÉkHhQO

 .IójóY ¥QÉØeh ÉkHhQO πNójh ,»°ûÁ ,áHÉ£dG
 ?á∏‰ á°ùfB’Gh ¿É°ùfEG ó«°ùdG ÚH ¥ôØdG Ée

m±óg ¤EG π°üà°S É¡fCG á∏«îàe áHÉ£dG √òg ≈∏Y QhóJ á∏‰ á°ùfB’G
¿CG ¿hO ,¥QÉØŸG √òg É¡d ÅÑîJ Ée ±ô©J ¿CG ¿hO QhóJ á°ùfB’G √òg ,Ú©e

.ÜhQO É¡eÉeCG ¥ô£dG qπc ,¥QÉØe äRÉàLG É¡qfCG ∑QóJ
,ÜQO ¬˘˘eÉ˘˘eCG ≥˘˘jô˘˘£˘˘dG q¿CG ∞˘˘°ûà˘˘µ˘˘˘j ,Qhó˘˘˘jh Qhó˘˘˘«˘˘˘°S ¿É˘˘˘°ùfEG ó˘˘˘«˘˘˘°ùdG
ÜhQó˘˘dG »˘˘ qª˘˘°ù«˘˘°S ,á˘˘æ˘ q̆«˘˘©˘˘e ™˘˘˘°VGƒ˘˘˘e ó˘˘˘æ˘˘˘Y É˘˘˘ kHhQO º˘˘˘°ù≤˘˘˘æ˘˘˘j ÜQó˘˘˘dG q¿CG ±ô˘˘˘©˘˘˘«˘˘˘°S
¿ƒµJ ób ¥QÉØŸG ¢†©H q¿CG ±ô©«°S ,Üqôé«°S .¥QÉØe ,É¡FÉ≤àdG óæY ,áq«YôØdG
,kGó˘˘jó˘˘L É˘ k̆≤˘˘aCG ¥QÉ˘˘ØŸG ¢†©˘˘Ñ˘˘d ¿CG ±ô˘˘©˘˘«˘˘°Sh .âbƒ˘˘dG ™˘˘ q«˘˘˘°†J É˘˘˘¡˘˘ q̆fCGh ,á˘˘˘jÉ˘˘˘¡˘˘˘f ¿hO
.ÉgÈîf ⁄ ¿EG ™«°†J ób »àdGh ,Iójó÷G ¢UôØdG ¿ƒµJ ób É¡qfCGh ,ÉªqHQ IôeÉ¨e

 .¬JÒ°ùe ∫ÓN áaô©eh IÈN Ö°ùàcG ¬qfC’ ¬aóg ¤EG ¿É°ùfEG óq«°ùdG π°ü«°S
É˘˘ª˘˘æ˘˘«˘˘H ¬˘˘JÒ°ùe ∫Ó˘˘N IÈN Ö°ùà˘˘µ˘˘j ¿É˘˘°ùfEG ó˘˘˘«˘˘˘°ùdG π˘˘˘©˘˘˘é˘˘˘j …ò˘˘˘dG É˘˘˘e

 ?IóFÉa ¿hO øe QhóJ áæ«µ°ùŸG á∏‰ á°ùfB’G
πNój Éeóæ©a ,äÉæFÉµdG »bÉH øY √õq«Á π≤©H IÈÿG ºcGôj ¿É°ùfE’G
øe √ÈN …òdG øY ∞∏àîj ¬«a oôÁ ÜQO πc q¿CG iôj ,¥QÉØŸG ¿É°ùfEG ó«°ùdG

q∫óà°S áaô©ŸG √òg ‹ÉàdÉHh ,áaô©ŸG ÜÉ°ùàcG ≈∏Y √óYÉ°ùj o¬∏≤Y q¿C’ ,πÑb
,¬©e ÜhQódG ¢ùØf ≈∏Y qôÁ øeh ,ƒg ÉgGôj »àdG ,á≤«≤◊G ≈∏Y ¿É°ùfEG ó«°ùdG
Ék©e ¿ÉªcGÒa ,¿Éaô©j Ée ¿’OÉÑàj ÉªqHQ ,iôNCG kÉHhQO ÈN øÃ ≈≤àdG ¿EGh

 .q§b ÉgÉHqôéj ⁄ IójóL IÈN
ÜhQódG .Ö°ùfC’G ƒg Ée Qô≤jh ,o¬aóg ¿É°ùfEG ó«°ùdG Oóëj Éæg øe
Öjô¨dG ƒ°†©dG Gòg ,∫Éq©ØdG o¬∏≤Y Ωóîà°ùj ¿CG ¬«∏Y øµd ≥jô£dG o¬d óq¡ªà°S
¬«∏Yh ,QƒædG áª∏X ‘ ≈©°ùJ á∏‰ √Ò°ùe ‘ iôj ÉªqHQh ,ÉfÒ°üe Oóëj …òdG

 .É¡æ«Hh ¬æ«H ¥ôØdG ±ô©j ¿CG É¡æ«M
ÊÉà«Y ÉÉ«fGQ

äÉq«fÉ°ùfEGh ááØ°ù∏a- ôô°ûY ÊÊÉãdG ∞ q°üdG

EDITO
Prepared by Grade 2 students



...á∏£©dG ¿ƒëààØj á«°ùcPƒKQC’G Ió«°ùdG ájƒfÉK IòJÉ°SCG

á˘˘æ÷ âeÉ˘˘bCG ,á˘˘æ˘˘°ùdG ¢SCGQh ó˘˘«ÛG OÓ˘˘˘«ŸG …ó˘˘˘«˘˘˘Y ∫ƒ˘˘˘∏˘˘˘M á˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘°SÉ˘˘˘æÃ

á°SQóŸG ≈æÑe ‘ π«àcƒc πØM á«°ùcPƒKQC’G Ió«°ùdG ájƒfÉK ‘ IòJÉ°SC’G

¿ÓYG πØ◊G π∏îJ óbh ,2004 ∫hC’G ¿ƒfÉc 23 ¬«a ™bGƒdG ¢ù«ªÿG Ωƒj

âdhÉæJ »àdGh É¡HÉîàfG ôKG áæé∏dG É¡à≤∏WCG ób âfÉc »àdG á≤HÉ°ùŸG èFÉàf

.áeÉ©dG äÉeƒ∏©ŸG ‘ äÉYƒ°Vƒe

 ôJƒ«ÑeƒµdGh á›ÈdG º°ùb á≤HÉ°ùŸÉH RÉa óbh(IT Department)
.…ƒfÉãdG º°ù≤dGh

™bGƒdG ¢ù«ªÿG Ωƒj QGódG º©£e ‘ AÉ°ûY IƒYO »¡a IõFÉ÷G ÉeCG
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Gá«°ùcPƒKQC’G IIó«°ùdG áájƒfÉK ‘‘ πgC’G ááæ◊ ÜÜÉîàf

Ió˘˘˘«˘˘˘°ùdG á˘˘˘jƒ˘˘˘fÉ˘˘˘K ‘ Úª˘˘˘ q∏˘˘˘©˘˘˘àŸG ‹É˘˘˘gC’ á˘˘˘˘eÉ˘˘˘˘Y á˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘L äó˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘Y

¢SÉ«dG áYÉb ‘ 2004 ∫hC’G ¿ƒfÉc 17 ¬«a ™bGƒdG á©ª÷G QÉ¡f á«°ùcPƒKQC’G

IQGRh øY πã‡ Qƒ°†ëHh ,¢SÉÁO êQƒL ¢SƒeƒfƒµjC’G á°SÉFôH ,ÊGQƒc

Éªc äGƒæ°S çÓK IóŸ πgCÓd áæ÷ ÜÉîàfG ¤EG ´ÉªàL’G ±óg .á«HÎdG

∫hC’G É¡YÉªàLG áÑîàæŸG áæé∏dG äó≤Y óbh .ÊÉæÑ∏dG ¿ƒfÉ≤dG ¬«∏Y ¢üæj

.É¡Ñàµe áÄ«g π«µ°ûàd ∂dPh 2004 ∫hC’G ¿ƒfÉc 23 ¬«a ™bGƒdG ¢ù«ªÿG QÉ¡f

:º¡æe πµH áWƒæŸG ΩÉ¡ŸG ¤EG áaÉ°VE’ÉH πgC’G áæ÷ AÉ°†YCG AÉª°SCG »∏j Ée ‘

¢ù«FQ :øjódG ∫ÉªL Oƒªfi ó«°ùdG

¢ù«FQ ÖFÉf :ìÉqeQ ô°UÉf ó«°ùdG

ô°ùdG áæ«eCG :ƒ«fi áë«HQ Ió«°ùdG

á«dÉŸG áæé∏dG ‘ øjƒ°†Y ¢TÉªY ó«ª◊G óÑY ó«°ùdGh RG qƒa Óg Ió«°ùdG

ôª°S Ió«°ùdG ,»∏Y »HCG ÉfÉjO Ió«°ùdG :AÉ°†YCG IOÉ°ùdGh äGó«°ùdG øe πch

äÉ˘˘°ù«˘˘dCG Ió˘˘«˘˘°ùdG ,»˘˘eÉ˘˘°ùM Gó˘˘«˘˘Z Ió˘˘«˘˘°ùdG ,É˘˘°TÉ˘˘H ô˘˘ª˘˘°S Ió˘˘«˘˘˘°ùdG ,ø˘˘˘°ùM »˘˘˘∏˘˘˘Y

Ió«°ùdG ,ƒ°T …ôH ó«°ùdG ,ø q°ûfl »LÉf ó«°ùdG ,ÊÉ°üªfi √hóf Ió«°ùdG ,…OôL

.√QÉÑW ≈æe Ió«°ùdGh »ª«ë°T OÉfQ

Preschool and Day Care teachers of the four
sister schools met together in a colorful and
vibrant art workshop on Saturday 6th of November,
2004. A striking presentation done by the Art
Department led to teachers' molding through clay,
painting with soap, and producing their own piece
of art. The purpose of this workshop was to
introduce teachers to new and fresh ideas that they
can use in their classrooms in order to enhance the
creativity of their students through art activities.
In addition, students will be exposed to different
ways of presenting and crafting their ideas through
different techniques.

A similar get together was previously done
which targeted all new Preschool and BAC Day Care
teachers who became better acquainted with the
different kinds of learning centers and diverse
ways of applying them in their own classrooms.
Teachers then had a hands-on experience in
creating a sample of their own classroom setting
which consisted of the learning centers. The
workshop ended with a high level of motivation
from the teachers as they were anxious to try out
the new strategies they had just learned.

Chantal Lahd
Preschool Assitant HOD

orkshops for the Preschool TeachersW



"Happy New Year from your little Santa" is
the name of the activity that KG1 students will be
presenting to their parents. Since it is Christmas
time, wonderful pictures of our students were
taken with them wearing Santa's hat. Their pictures
will be posted on a yearly calendar that will be used
up to the end of the year. That way mum and dad
will be able to see their child's picture all year long.  

To celebrate Christmas, 110 students from
SMOC Lower Elementary, Upper Elementary, and
Intermediate Divisions participated in two events
with the Tenor, Gabriel Abdel Nour:

The 1st one was held at the UNESCO Palace on
Saturday, December 11, 2004, under the patronage
of Mr. Naji Al Bustani, Minister of Culture.

The 2nd one took place at the Virgin Mega
Store in the Downtown area of Beirut on the 22nd
and 23rd of December, 2004.

The students, alongside their music teacher, sang
several joyful Christmas carols (in English, Arabic, and
French) with Mrs. Alina Dakessian playing on the piano.

The shows ended with the warm applause of
the students' parents and SMOC family members
who were present among the audience.

hristmas Choir by SMOC leanersC

G1 students in “Little Santas”K
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As we get closer to Christmas time, we start
thinking of loving, caring, and sharing.  How can we
deliver these messages to our preschoolers in a
nice, simple, and interesting way?

We wanted something that can attract our
students' attention and help us deliver the
messages smoothly. Here is where the idea of a
"Christmas play" came from. 

The characters of the "neighborhood" theme
jumped out of the Arabic book, went up on the
stage...and the story began...

The play was prepared by the Arabic teachers
from the Four Sister Schools and was acted out by
SMOC Preschool teachers, in coordination with Mr.
Yusri El Amir and Mr. Nehmeh Nehmeh.

Preschool and Grade 1 students from the
Four Sister Schools were thrilled to attend the
30 minute Christmas play on Tuesday 21st,
Wednesday 22nd and Thursday 23rd of December
at SMOC. 

For further information, please refer to
SMOC website (www.smoc.edu.lb) where you can find
the play's brochure, which includes the names of
the actors as well as the story details, in addition to
pictures taken from the play. 

hristmas play by the Preschool TeachersC



On November 4, 2004, KG2 students received a
special visit from the Red Cross volunteers, as they
demonstrated the different kinds of equipment they
use to save our lives. Our students' eyes opened with
amazement as the volunteers showed an interesting
display of the helmet, the wheelchair and the inside
of the ambulance. Their voices raised interesting
questions that the Red Cross volunteers were
delighted to answer. Finally our students waved
goodbye as they called out the Red Cross number 140.

hat do you know about the
Red Cross?W

urseryN

SMOC & BAC KG2 students arrived to Yuppi
Park at nine o'clock, Friday Nov. 5, 2004, where
everyone found a corner to gather their things.

Then students clustered around the toys
where they climbed, slid, and had a lot of fun. At
eleven o'clock, they had a snack break with a
yummy "mankouche" and delicious juice. 
The day ended smoothly and they returned
safely to school with a smile on their faces.

G2K
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On Thursday Oct. 21, 2004 we went on an
exciting trip to 'Animal City' in Ajaltoun.

We observed live wild animals there. We
also looked for the signs of autumn in nature and
picked up leaves, twigs and other things so that
we will be able to make a collage about  "Autumn
and Nature"  in our classroom.
We definitely had a great time!

G1K

reschoolers Days OutP
On Friday 29th of October, our Nursery

students met together in a beautiful garden to
observe the scenery theme of the awareness
program where they picked Autumn leaves with
their artistic little hands. 

They crafted a beautiful collage of Autumn
using yellow, brown and orange leaves as their voices
filled the garden with songs about this season.



The Intermediate Division's outing, that
took place on Wednesday, October 13, 2004 to the
Animal City, was truly an episode of Survivor. 

We found ourselves surrounded by animals,
some of which were endangered, others injured, and
many were amazingly unique. 

After our encounter with the animals, we
enjoyed the rest of the day with our friends from
BAC. Our group survived nature by gorging food
that we found (actually brought from home). Then
we enjoyed hiking and explored new areas. 

Nothing is more interesting than enjoying
our friend's company in the embrace of nature. 

Carine Yamani Baassiri
English Teacher-G7 

Le Jeudi 8 novembre, 2004 n'était pas un jour
comme les autres pour nous, élèves du Cycle
Primaire 2 (SMOC et BAC). En effet, je suis allé à l'Ice
Skating Arena avec mes amis de l'école. Là-bas, on a
commencé à patiner.  Soudain,  je suis tombé, mais ce
n'était pas grave, mes amis m'ont aidé à me relever
et à continuer. Petit à petit, et avec l'aide des
moniteurs de l'aréna, notre performance s'améliorait.
Deux heures après, une pause s'imposait, mes amis et
moi avons déjeuné tous ensemble avant de nous
lancer de nouveau sur la piste.

A la fin de cette journée, nous n'étions
sûrement pas devenus des professionnels, mais
nous étions capables de nous en sortir.          

Hassan Lahham
EB4 B

n jour pas comme les autresU
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urvivorS

G1 students at Putt-Putt G1 students at Putt-Putt

G2 students at the Rainbow Island G3 students at the Ice Skating Arena



There can be little doubt about the importance of
"coolness" to teens who are obsessed with "being cool":
looking right, knowing how to use the latest slang, having
the right friends, liking certain kinds of pop music and
cloths and adopting a "cool" attitude. 

Cool is an adjective that describes a person, thing or
action. It has many synonyms such as: groovy, awesome,
tight, sweet, hip, and neat. 

Since "being cool" is so important to teens today,
we chose to investigate SMOC's students (Grade 6 to
Grade 12) perceptions of "being cool". We asked them to
identify a cool person, and also make explicit their
sources of information regarding this issue.
Methodology:
A questionnaire was constructed to investigate the above
mentioned points.
The questionnaire included two parts: quantitative
questions, whereby percentages of students' answers
from G6 to G12 were calculated, and qualitative
questions, in which students were asked to describe a cool
guy, a cool girl, a "non cool" person, and name their
favorite cool character.

The following table summarizes the demographic
characteristics of the subjects. 
Table I

What does a cool guy or girl look like? 
What is he or she like? 
G6 through G12 students were asked to give

adjectives describing cool guys and girls. 
Table II summarizes students' responses which were

grouped in 4 main categories: physical descriptors, personality,
socio-economic status and finally the adjective "smart".

It is important to note that the adjective "smart"
was mentioned separately in the table because its
recurrence as a quality was noted several times.

(N.B.: the total of percentages in all of the below tables are in
some cases more than 100%, because students could chose more
than one answer, and in other cases less than 100% because not
all students answered the question)

Table II: Adjectives describing the "Cool" guy

Adjectives describing the "Cool" girl

Remarkably, none of the Intermediate students
chose "smart", which reflects a cognitive ability, to
describe a cool girl or guy while 25 to 31% of G6 students
and 18 to 20% of the Secondary students did. 

It is also clear, from the percentages above, that
physical descriptors are mostly thought about when
describing a cool person (85% and 79% in G6, 92% and 89%
in the Intermediate and 95% and 73% in the Secondary).

It is worth mentioning though that, in the 3
Divisions, physical descriptors got higher rates when
describing a cool guy more than a cool girl, which shows
how much the "macho", or strong male figure, is
important among teenagers.

The most chosen adjectives related to physical 
appearance were: attractive - stylish - cute - beautiful
handsome - Pretty - blond - colored eyes.

The most recurrent adjectives related to personal
characteristics were: nice - funny - sociable - strong
personality - self - confident - popular.

It is important to note that the adjectives used by
students to describe a cool girl or guy also carried
positive or negative connotations. 

The findings show that the attitude of these
students towards the concept of cool guy & girl is
positive since only 25 students (9 from the Secondary
Division, 9 from the Intermediate and 7 from grade 6)
provided negative adjectives to describe a cool person.
The most recurrent negative adjectives were:  stupid -
impolite - egoistic - show off - unfriendly. These adjectives
are all related to the personal or cognitive descriptors
and not physical appearance.
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MALE
Division

Upper Elementary
(G6) 33 49.25

52.33

48.97

90

72

195

34 50.74

47.67

51.02

67

172

147

386

82

75

191

Intermediate

Secondary

Total

Number % Number %

FEMALE TOTAL

Grade 6

Intermediate

Secondary

85 % 37 % 1 % 31 %

92 % 56 % 0 % 0 %

95 % 45 % 0 % 20 %

SmartSocio-Eco
statusPersonalityPhysical

Grade 6

Intermediate

Secondary

79 % 40 % 2 % 25 %

89 % 56 % 0 % 0 %

73 % 51 % 0 % 18 %

SmartSocio-Eco
statusPersonalityPhysical

SURVEY



G6's results can be attributed to the
fact that at that level parents and teachers'
influence is more effective than it is with older
students. 

Moreover, these results are consistent with the
above findings regarding the most favorite character
since TV is the ultimate medium through which students
identify their favorite characters.

How much time do you spend daily on
watching TV and reading?
Watching TV for more than 3 hours/Day: 35% of G6, 47%
of the Intermediate Division and 45% of the Secondary.
Reading for less than 1 hour/Day: 70% of G6, 76% of the
Intermediate Division and 83% of the Secondary. 

In today's world, it is impossible to ignore the
media's influence on how we view ourselves.
Though athletes, musicians, film stars, models and
celebrities represent only a small percentage of the
population; their images are so persuasive that they
define the standards by which the rest of us measure
ourselves and others. Children, who are just beginning to
form their own identities, are particularly susceptible to
the often unrealistic standards of cool as dictated by the
media.

The truth is that very few people look like those
on TV, in magazines... In fact some of the people we see
in the media don't look in real life like their publicized
images, because their photographs are altered to make
them look more attractive, or they are filmed using
make-up and special lighting. Despite that, many of us
are still influenced by these images. Statistically, people
portrayed in the media represent only 5% of the
population. That means that 95% of people are being told
that they should look the same way as only 5% of that
same population.

This leads us to conclude that media is affecting
teenagers' choices and perceptions, however, it is also
commonly known that teenagers are most affected by their
peers. SMOC students are not an exception; their answers to
all of the above questions show that, in addition to the
below numbers that support this statement:

Table V: With whom do you discuss the content of what
media offer you?

what does a "non cool" person look like?
the adjectives given by the students to describe a non cool
person were also related to personal and cognitive
descriptors: nerd, stupid, lonely, looser, old fashioned,
boring and normal. The only adjective that could be used to
describe personal as well as physical traits is the adjective
"old fashioned". 

Who is your favorite cool character? 
In order to investigate this variable, students were asked
to specify their favorite cool character.

The answers were grouped into the following
categories: singers, actors, sports, media figures,
politicians and others:
Table III: Favorite cool character

It was remarkably noticeable that international
figures, and specifically singers and actors, played the
most influential role in youth identification, across the
three divisions. On the other hand, the identification with
national singers was the highest in the Secondary Division
since 20% of the students chose it contrary to 8% in G6
and 3% in the Intermediate Division. Secondary students,
specifically identified themselves with popular singers,
especially female singers, such as Nancy Ajram and Haifa
Wehbe.

Where do SMOC students form these
perceptions from? 
The findings are grouped in Table IV: 
Table IV: Least to most important media 

The results show clearly that all printed media are
losing their popularity against the audio-visual media
which are increasingly influencing the choices of youth.
The numbers also showed that the older the students got
the less important books and newspapers became to
them and the more important TV got.
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Most
important

Rank
the Media

Least
Important

Internet 54 %
Books  53 %

TV 55 %

TV 49 %
Internet 48 %

TV 52 % 

Newspaper 71 %
Books  51 %

Books  57 %
Newspaper 52 %

Grade 6 Intermediate Secondary

Singers
National

International

Actors

Sports
figures

Media
figures

Politicians

Others

8 % 3 % 20 %
34 % 37 % 6 %
0 % 0 % 3 %

32 % 33 % 21 %
0 % 0 % 1 %
1 % 9 % 2 %
1 % 0 % 16 %
7 % 2 % 3 %
0 % 0 % 3 %
0 % 0 % 1 %
0 % 3 % 13 %

Grade 6Popular Character Intermediate Secondary

National

International

National

International

National

International

National

International

Parents
Friends

Teachers
None

42 %

0 %
1 %

63 %
31 %

3 %
10 %

70 %
21 %

11 %
12 %

57 %

Grade 6 Intermediate Secondary



One question remains: who creates
"what is Cool"?

Actually the process goes in a pyramid form: at the
top of the pyramid we find the innovators, who constitute
two to three percent of a given population. At the next
level, there are the trend-setters, or alpha consumers, who
represent about 17 percent of the said population. Trend-
setters pick up on ideas that innovators come up with and
claim them as their own. At the next level, we find the
mainstream that constitutes about 80 percent of the
population. The mainstream takes what the trend-setters
create and adapts it to mass consumption; the mass
consumer picks up on it and then actually kills it. However
the mainstream does not pick up a trend on its own: this is
where the role of the marketers starts. 

"In fact, marketers are well aware of a child's
need to be cool and the reference groups (namely friends,
older kids and popular kids) are a major influence on his
or her perceptions of what is cool. "Cool" is whatever a kid
likes and wants. If he does not like or want something, it
is not cool". (Del Vecchio, Gene. "Creating Ever-Cool: a
Marketer's Guide to a Kid's Heart").

Therefore, today's young people are generally
unresponsive to traditional brand marketing messages.
What they do respond to is something "cool". 

But "being cool" keeps changing, therefore,
how do marketers, find "what is cool"? 

Marketers, in fact, find, or try to find, "what is
cool" through Cool Hunting Agencies. 

These agencies recruit thousands of teenagers,
between the age of 8 and 24, hired to be the eyes and
ears of youth. You can find these cool correspondents
mostly in malls and wherever kids hang out i.e. campus,
coffee shops, movies...

The cool hunters' agencies watch the cool kids, or the
alpha consumers, today, and they can tell what everybody
else will be doing a year from now: that kind of information is
worth a lot of money (for example in 2001, teenagers, aged
twelve to nineteen spent $172 billion (an average of $140 per
teen each week), up 11% from $155 billion in 2000).

From a sociological point of view, there is a certain
irony in the cool hunting mechanism:  the person who
starts trends would like to be different. The person who
spreads them would like to be the one who connects the
trend-setters to their friends in the mainstream. In other
words, both of them see a social role for themselves, as
long as those ideas are out there to be discovered. As soon
as the idea is out in the open, they both then lose their
social position, and so they're pushed to the next thing. 

However, nowadays cool is changing so fast that
cool hunters are not always right anymore: they either
get it wrong from the beginning, or they do get it right
but by the time they give the information to the company
that hired them and by the time this company launches
the product, its trend has already died and it is not
perceived as cool anymore. 

Some people, in this business, are starting to think
that with the internet, the e-mails, the instant messaging
system, the cool hunters, the trends spreading so
fast...everybody will soon be "in the know" and therefore
the thin line that separates the cool kids from the non cool
ones will collapse and the non cool will be the new cool.

This vision is not for tomorrow and until then, kids
are encouraged to feel frightened and lonely because
marketers and advertisers sell them "anxiety" by always
telling them that they are not thin enough, not pretty
enough; they also tell them that they don't have the right
friends, or they will be losers unless they are cool. 

Look deeper, we often ask whether anybody
ever really feels cool enough?

Finally, and as it was noted, a cool person is
believed to have a lot of friends, to be attractive,
beautiful, intelligent and self-confident. In fact, cool, for
this generation, symbolizes power and authority. The
stereotypes that we have created imply that these
characteristics cannot be associated with just anyone, 
but only those who are more accepted by their
community. 

We have, unfortunately, grouped these people
into cool and non cool and they now believe that is how
they are supposed to be. What we don't realize is, that
deep down, the non cool people also possess many of the
"positive" characteristics we associate with being cool;
We just don't give them the chance to express themselves,
just like we don’t give ourselves the time to look deeper.   
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